
The 1st World-Peace! ! ! ! ! ! February 2024

Is it possible,
that the many people who long for peace
can develop such great strength together,
that (first) world peace emerges?

Yes, it's possible!

Is it possible,
that - just as fear spread worldwide during the pandemic -
now the confidence and quest for world peace 
spreads across the whole world?

Yes, it's possible!

Is it possible that love for life,
for all living things and our planet Earth 
is the greatest power?

Yes, it's possible

Is it possible,
to focus this power and direct it towards world peace and
thereby create a connection and a field of peace?

Yes, it's possible

Is it possible,
to get out of the feeling of powerlessness 
into a space of creative autonomy 
and create a peaceful world together here and now ?

Yes, it's possible!

Is it possible,
to create a regular time window
where we stand together for world peace, wherever we are.

Yes, it's possible 

do you want to take part ?     

Show your longing for first World-peace and be creative!

Peacefully and persistently we create this great power of transformation.
May we always remember and strengthen each other!

YES, IT'S POSSIBLE

Feel free to spread this call, also on your channels

You can find translations into other languages at                      www. fthursdayforpeace.org      !  



Peace-impuls

THURSDAY FOR PEACE    

Start: Thursday, March 21,2024

Call:

Every Thursday we connect for a while with all people around  the world who are 
committed to peace. Around lunchtime or when it suits  during the day

To connect us we remain silent, sing, pray, dance, meditate, whatever feels right

In doing so, we are creating a field of peace worldwide.

We pool our strength and our confidence: It's time for peace!

There are many of us with this intention and we can reach a change

We strive to resolve conflicts in our environment non-violently.

We strive to forgive - ourselves and others.

We strive to care for ourselves and everything living being

We are aware that all life is sacred.

We are aware that love is the strongest force.

We are aware that all living things belong to the large world family

We honor Mother Earth.

May all beings be happy and free and may my thoughts, feelings and 
actions contribute to this happiness and freedom!

YES, IT'S POSSIBLE

Thursday is dedicated to the planet Jupiter. Jupiter symbolizes growth, success, freedom,meaning, 
justice and happiness.
It represents your ability to achieve dreams and expand the world around you

The symbol of this peace movement is a heart in a circle. Meaning: the circle symbolyzes the 
world, the whole, effilled by the heart force 

You can find translations into other languages at                      www. fthursdayforpeace.org      !  


